Following the work of Ovsienko and Roger (Comm. Math. Phys. 273 (2007) 357-378) we study a new kind of deformation of loop Virasoro algebra. Using this new algebra we formulate the Euler-Poincaré flows on the coadjoint orbit of loop Virasoro algebra. We show that the Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff equation and various other (2 + 1)-dimensional Korteweg-deVries (KdV) type systems follow from this construction. Using the right invariant H 1 inner product on the Lie algebra of loop Bott-Virasoro group we formulate Euler-Poincaré framework of the 2 + 1-dimensional of the Camassa-Holm equation. This equation appears to be the Camassa-Holm analogue of the CalogeroBogoyavlenskii-Schiff type 2 + 1-dimensional KdV equation. We also derive the (2 + 1)-dimensional generalization of the Hunter-Saxton equation. Finally, we give an EulerPoincaré formulation of one-parameter family of 1 + 1-dimensional partial differential equations, known as the b-field equations. Later we extend our construction to algebra of loop tensor densities to study the Euler-Poincaré framework of the 2 + 1-dimensional extension of b-field equations. (2000): 53A07, 53B50.
Introduction
The study of higher dimensional integrable systems is one of the most challenging areas in integrable systems. Early in the study of integrable systems, the main thrusts were restricted to the (1+ 1)-dimensional systems because of the difficulty of finding the physically significant high-dimensional solutions which are localized in all directions. Recently much progress has been achieved in understanding the properties and solutions for twodimensional integrable models such as Kadomtsev-Petvashvili (KP), Davey-Stewartson (DS) equations [1] . One of the most striking feature of (2 + 1)-dimensional system is the exponentially localized structures, called dromions, which are driven by two perpendicular line ghost solitons in the case of DS equation or two non-perpendicular line ghost solitons in the case of KP equation. It should be notice that the name dromions as well as their spectral meaning were introduced by Fokas and Santini [21] . Recently the rich dromion structures were found in (2 + 1) dimensional KdV equations also [39, 40, 48, 52] .
After the discovery of dromions, the question arises whether there exist exponentially localized structures in (2 + 1)-dimensional breaking soliton equations as well. In such systems the spectral parameter becomes a multivalued function, in other words, spectral parameter possesses so-called breaking behaviour. The solutions of these equations may become multivalued. There is an equation exibiting breaking solitons, formulated by O. Bogoyavlenskii, as one of the 2 + 1 dimensional reductions of the self dual YangMills equations. In a series of papers Bogoyavlenskii [4, 5] studied such breaking soliton equations. He extended the well-known Lax representation to the generalized form
Here P (L) and R k (L, L y k ) are certain meromorphic functions of the operator L.
Bogoyavlenskii constructed several hydrodynamic-type systems which are connected to the Toda lattice and the Volterra model. It has been shown that these systems possess the breaking behaviour, the Hamiltonian forms and conservation laws. The continuous limits of these systems include the equation
which, after the substitution v = u x , is reduced to potential form u tx = 4u x u xy + 2u y u xx − u xxxy ,
where we set β 0 = 0.
J. Schiff [53] obtained above equation in a different route. He obtained from reduction of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations from four to three dimensions. There has been considerable interest to show that the self-dual Yang-Mills equations as a master integrable equation, from which many integrable systems can be obtained by suitable reductions. It has been shown in [55] that the generalized SDYM equations contain (as dimensional reductions) various (2+ 1)-dimensional integrable soliton hierarchies which generalize the nonlinear Schrödinger and KdV hierarchies.
One can also derive (2 + 1)-dimensional KdV type systems from a different method. In geodesic coordinates the Gauss equation is reduced to the Schrödinger equation where the Gaussian curvature plays the role of a potential. It can be shown that a special case is governed by the KdV equation for the Gaussian curvature. In this framework Konopelchenko [37] studied the integrable dynamics of curvature via the KdV equation, higher KdV equations and other (2 + 1)-dimensional integrable equations with breaking solitons. The bihamiltonian operators for 2+1 dimensional integrable systems were introduced in [22, 23, 24] .
In an interesting paper Fokas et al [20] proposed an algorithmic construction of (2+1) dimensional integrable system q xt − νq xxxt + aq xy + bq xxxy + c q xx q y + 2q x q xy − cν q xxxx q y + 2q xxx q xy . (3) which yield peakon/dromion type solutions. This equation can be identified with the potential form of the Camassa-Holm analogue of the Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff equation. For ν = 0, this reduces to Camassa-Holm equation.
Recently the one-parameter family of shallow water equations of the following form
where b is a real parameter, has drawn some attention. This equation is known as the b-field equation. It was introduced by Degasperis, Holm and Hone [13, 14] , who showed the existence of multi-peakon solutions for any value of b, although only the special cases b = 2, 3 are integrable, having bihamiltonian formulations. The b = 2 case is the wellknown Camassa-Holm (CH) equation [7] and b = 3 is the integrable system discovered by Degasperis and Procesi [15] . One must note that for b = 2, 3 the equation (4) is hydrodynamically relevant [34, 11] . Incidentally b = 2 case was later recognized as being included in a class of integrable equations derived from hereditary symmetries in Fokas and Fuchssteiner [19] Using the Helmholz field m := u − u xx , the b-field equation or the DHH equation (4) allows reformulation in the compact form
where the three terms correspond respectively to evolution, convection and stretching of the one-dimensional flow. In this paper we study an Euler-Poincaré formulation of (2 + 1)-dimensional b-field equation.
Motivation, result and organization
In a very recent work, an Euler-Poincaré framework of the Degasperis and Procesi (DP) equation has been formulated. It turns out that the DP equation is the Euler-Poincaré flow on the combined space of Hill's (second order) and first order differential operators on circle [29] . It has been generalized to the two component generalization of the DP equation. It has been shown also that the Hamiltonian structure obtained from the EP framework exactly coincides with the Hamiltonian structues of the DP equation obtained by Degasperis, Holm and Hone. In this paper we give a much shorter derivation of the DP and the b-field equation using the deformation of vector field structure on S 1 . Following the work of Ovsienko and Roger [44] we study a new kind of deformation of loop Virasoro algebra. Using this new algebra we able to derive the 2 + 1-dimensional b field equation.
The aim of this paper is to contribute towards a theory of integrable type geodesic flows on infinite-dimensional Lie groups which has attracted tremendous attention since Arnold's seminal paper [2] on Euler equation in hydrodynamics. Later, Ebin and Marsden [17] established a proper geometric setting of this problem. They showed that the geodesic spray was smooth. This led to very nice existence proofs; the limit of zero viscosity for manifolds with no boundary was shown to exist for the first time. It would be worth to mention that the in recent years equations like the Camassa-Holm equation model for shallow water waves or the Hunter-Saxton [33] model for nemetic liquid crystals, the geometric structures was used to to study qualitative properties of the solutions.
The KdV equation is an Euler-Poincaré equation on the Virasoro-Bott group (see [35, 47, 54] ). This group is defined as the unique (up to isomorphism) non-trivial central extension of the group Diff (S 1 ) of all diffeomorphisms of S 1 . The inertia operator is given by the standard L 2 -metric on S 1 . It is known that the two-component KdV and Camassa-Holm equations are also geodesic flows on the extended Virasoro-Bott group [26, 27, 28] .
The infinite-dimensional groups also play important role for the construction of (2+1)-dimensional integrable systems. The (2 + 1)-dimensional KdV and nonlinear Schrödinger equation can be derived from the toroidal Lie algebra. Here the variable x is associated to the action of the usual affine part of the toroidal Lie algebra [3, 50] , while evolutions in y and t are indiced by the action of the genuine toroidal part. The weight of v and the relative and the relative weight of y and t are balanced with that of x, thus it allows us two freedoms to determine the weights for all the variables.
In this paper we study the (formal) Euler-Poincaré framework [42] of 2+1 dimensional KdV type systems. Till now there is no systematic construction of 2 + 1-dimensional integrable systems from the study of geodesic flows. In particular, we show that the Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff equation arises as a geodesic flow on loop Bott-Virasoro group. This equation is an eminent member of the (2 + 1)-dimensional family of KdV equations [32] . In the second half of the paper we construct higher dimensional CamassaHolm equation. We show that the (2 + 1)-dimensional Camassa-Holm equation arises as geodesic flow with respect to the right invariant H 1 metric on the cotangent loop Virasoro group. We also compute the (2 + 1)-dimensional Hunter-Saxton equation. In fact the result of this paper was annonced [30] in the Oberwolfach meeting on geometrical mechanics. We hope in our forthcoming work we will consider the singular solutions of all these equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the Euler-Poincaré formalism and frozen Poisson structures. Loop Virasoro algebra is introduced in Section 3. We also derive 2+1 KdV equation in this section. Section 4 is devoted to the derivation of the 2+1 dimensional Camassa-Holm equation and the Hunter-Saxton equation. In Section 5 we present the Euler-Poincaré framework of the b-field equation. The formulation of 2+1 dimensional b-field equation is given Section 6.
The Euler-Poincaré formalism
The Euler-Poincaré equations were born in 1901 (see [42] ) when Poincaré made a extensive generalization of the classical Euler equations for the rigid body and ideal fluids. He did this by formulating the equations on a general Lie algebra, with the rigid body being associated with the rotation Lie algebra and fluids with the Lie algebra of divergence free vector fields.
Let G be a Lie group and g be its corresponding Lie algebra and its dual is denoted by g * . The dual space g * to any Lie algebra g carries a natural Lie-Poisson structure:
The Hamiltonian vector field on g * corresponding to a Hamiltonian function f , computed with respect to the Lie-Poisson structure is given by
We denote E(u) = 1 2 < u, Iu > for the energy quadratic form on g. It is used to define the Riemannian metric. We identify the Lie algebra and its dual with this quadratic form. This identification is done via inertia operator. Let I be an inertia operator
where right hand side denote the coadjoint action of g on g * . This equation is called the 
It characterizes an evolution of a point u ∈ g * .
Frozen Lie-Poisson structure
Consider the dual of the Lie algebra of g * with a Poisson structure given by the "frozen" Lie-Poisson structure. In otherwords, we fix some point µ 0 ∈ g * and define a Poisson structure given by {f, g} LP (µ) :=< [df (µ), dg(µ)], µ 0 >, which satisfies Jacobi identity. It plays an important role in integrable systems. We can give another interpretation [9, 10] of frozen structure from the definition of cocycle.
Given an inertia operator I : g → g * one can define a constant Poisson structure {f, g} 0 (µ) = df, I dg where
A two-cocycle ω is called a coboundary if there is a point µ 0 ∈ g * such that
where p, q ∈ g.
Since the Poisson structure is generated by a coboundary of ω, we obtain
This behaves like a Lie-Poisson structure frozen at the point µ 0 ∈ g * and this coincides with the previous definition of frozen structure.
It is easy to check that the above Poisson structures are compatible, i.e., their linear combination or pencil of Poisson structures
is again a Poisson structure for all λ ∈ R.
It was shown by Khesin and Misiolek [36] that Proposition 2.2 The brackets {·, ·} LP and {·, ·} 0 are compatible for every "freezing"
At this point we can introduce the bihamiltonian structure. The notion of integrability can be understood from this structure. The standard way to understand bihamiltonian vector fields on the dual of the Lie algebra is associated to Lie-Poisson structures. 3 Loop Virasoro algebra and 2 + 1-dimensional KdV flows
We wish to extend the Virasoro algebra to the case of two space variables. A natural way to do this is to consider the loops on it. One defines the loop group on Diff (S 1 ) as follows
the group law being given by
In the similar way, we construct the Lie algebra L(V ect(S 1 )) consisting of vector fields on S 1 depending on one more independent variable y ∈ S 1 . The loop variable is thus denoted by y and the variable on the "target" copy of S 1 by x. The elements of L(V ect(S 1 )) are of the form: f (x, y) ∂ ∂x where f ∈ C ∞ (S 1 × S 1 ) and the Lie bracket reads as follows [44] f
It is easy to convince oneself that L V ect(S 1 ) is the Lie algebra of L Diff (S 1 ) in the usual weak sense for the infinite-dimensional case; a one-parameter group argumentation gives an identification between the tangent space to L Diff (S 1 ) at the identity and L V ect(S 1 ) , equipped with its Lie bracket. In future we will denote L V ect(S 1 ) bỹ g. The natural pairing between the loop Virasoro algebra and its dual is given by
Cocycle and extension of loop Virasoro algebra
Consider the following "modified" Gelfand-Fuchs cocycle on V ect(S 1 ):
where the first term is the original Gelfand-Fuchs cocycle.
This cocycle is cohomologues to the Gelfand-Fuchs cocycle, hence, the corresponding central-extension is isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra. The additional term is a coboundary term. It is easy to check that the functional
depends on the commutator of f Let us give the explicit formulae of non-trivial 2-cocycles [25] on g. A distribution λ ∈ C ∞ (S 1 ) ′ corresponds to a 2-cocycle of the first class given by [56] 
these are the Virasoro type extensions. For the particular case where λ(a(y)) = S 1 a(y)dy, such a 2-cocycle will be denoted by µ 1 so that one has
We define the Lie algebra g as the one-dimensional central extension of g given by the cocycles µ 1 . As a vector space,
where the summand R is the center of g. The commutator in g is given by the following explicit expression which readily follows from the above formulae.
where the last term is an element of the center of g.
Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff type 2 + 1-dimensional KdV equation
We recall the Kirillov-Segal result and generalize it to the case of the Lie algebra g.
Proposition 3.1
The coadjoint action of the Lie algebra g is given by
while the center acts trivially.
Corollary 3.2 The Hamiltonian operator O LV corresponding to the coadjoint action of the loop Virasoro algebra is given by
Given a functional H on g * which is a (pseudo)differential polynomial:
where h is a polynomial in an infinite set of variables. For instance,
where, as usual, h v means the partial derivative ∂h ∂v , similarly h vx = ∂h ∂vx .
The Bogoyavlenskii-Konopelchenko equation
The Euler-Poincaré formalism of the Bogoyavlenskii-Konopelchenko equation
is closely related to the Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff equation. In fact, this is a combination of KdV and Calogero-Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff flows. Eqn. (15) models the (2 + 1)-dimensional interaction of a Riemann wave propagating along the y-axis with a long wave along the x-axis.
Another class of (2 + 1)-dimensional KdV equation was proposed by Lou and his collaborators ( [38] , [39] , [40] ) to study the rich dromion structures, defined as
This equation reduces to the usual (1 + 1)-dimensional KdV equation.
We use "frozen " Lie-Poisson structure to compute the Hamiltonian operator at (v(x)dx 2 , c 1 , c 2 ) = (0, 0, 1). We also assume that the only cocycle term is 
Now we compute the coadjoint action.
Proposition 4.2 The coadjoint action with respect to H 1 metric of the loop Virasoro algebra g is given by
Proof: We know that
Thus from the R.H.S. we obtain the matrix expression.
We compute now the L.H.S. of the above equation Let us denotê
where c = (
and e = (e 1 , e 2 ) . Now we compute the L.H.S.
Thus by equating the R.H.S. and L.H.S. we obtain the above formula. 2
Lemma 4.3
The Hamiltonian operator corresponding to the coadjoint action of the loop Virasoro algebra with respect to H 1 metric is given by
Let us study the Euler-Poincaré flow associated to H 1 metric on the coadjoint orbit of the cotangent loop Virasoro algebra g. 
where O H 1 is defined by (18) . Suppose the quadratic Hamiltonian ong * is defined as
then the Euler-Poincaré flow yields
Corollary 4.6 The potential form of the 2 + 1-dimensional Camassa-Holm equation takes the form
Remark In a special (1 + 1)-dimensional case (y = x), Eqn. (22) 
and potential form of takes the form u xt − ν u xxxt + c 3 u xy + c 1 u xxxy + (u xx u y + 2u x u xy ) − ν(u xxxx u y + 2u xxx u xy ) = 0. 
it is known as 2 + 1 dimensional Hunter-Saxton equation. For (1 + 1)-dimensional case (y = x), this reduces to the Hunter-Saxton equation
The potential form of takes the form
5 Euler-Poincaré framework of 1 + 1-dimensional b-field equation
Denote F µ (S 1 ) the space of tensor-densities of degree µ on S 1
where µ is the degree, x is a local coordinate on S 1 . As a vector space,
Geometrically we say
where
, the space F 1 (M ) and F −1 (M ) coincide with the spaces of differential forms and vector fields respectively.
This b-bracket can also be expressed as
Remark There is a pairing , :
dx acts on the space of tensor densities F µ by the Lie derivative
We denote b-algebra by F −(b−1) and its dual by F b . Thus we can define a pairing according to (9) a(x)(dx)
Let us compute the coadjoint action with respect to the b-field equation.
Proof: We know
hence the pairing is well-defined. Let us compute
Using the Helmholtz operator we express m = (1 − ν∂ 2 )u. Thus, we express the Hamiltonian operator corresponding to (30) as
The Euler-Poincaré equation
can be rewritten as
where O = (m x + bm∂). Using the EP formula (32) we construct b-field equation. 
where m = u − u xx . Thus they studied the flow of Helmholtz function. They showed that there is only one local Hamiltonian structure
and the second Hamiltonian structure is given by
which can be simplified to
Proposition 5.4 The Degasperis-Procesi equation
is equivalent to
where O = (m x + bm∂).
Proof: Our goal is to show
where H 1 = 
Proof: It is easy to check that
where the first DHH hamiltonian is given by
Using the chain rule formula for variational derivatives
Hence we obtain the first Hamiltonian structure B 0 of Degasperis, Holm and Hone from our method. 2 6 EP formalism for 2+1-dimensional b-field equation
LG 1 be the associated loop group corresponding to G 1 whose Lie algebra is given byg
this yields a new bracket.
Let us introduce H 1 norm on the algebrag 1 .
Definition 6.1
The H 1 -Sobolev norm on the loop tensor density algebra is defined as < f (x, y)(dx) −(b−1) , u(x, y)(dx) 
Conclusion and Outlook
We have examined various extensions of 2 + 1-dimensional KdV equations and 2 + 1-dimensional generalized Camassa-Holm type systems. In particular, we have shown that all these equations constitute geodesic flows on the loop Bott-Virasoro group. In fact three famous (2 + 1)-dimensional partial differential equations: Calogero -Bogoyavlenskii-Schiff (CBS), 2 + 1-dimensional Camassa-Holm (CH 2 ) and 2 + 1-dimensional Hunter-Saxton (HS 2 ) can be described as Euler-Poincaré flows on the dual space of loop Virasoro orbit.
After that we have given the Euler-Poincaré formalism of the new (1 + 1)-dimensional b-field equation, proposed by Degasperis et al, on the space of tensor algebra. We also extend the EP framework to (2 + 1)-dimensional b-field equation, which includes the (2 + 1)-dimensional Degasperis-Procesi equation too. Therefore, this paper has further strengthened the programme of Euler-Poincaré and integrable geodesic flows on extended group of diffeomorphisms.
